Zoning Compliance/Fire Final

Building/Misc. Continued
If there is a commercial kitchen hood system,
it must be operational and up to date with any
service requirements, professionally serviced

every 6 mos. professionally cleaned as deemed
appropriate for the use of the hood system.
If there is a fire alarm the hood system will

Madison Fire
and Rescue

function with the alarm as required - if no fire
alarm it must have a functional audio/visual device of its own

 Fire alarms, if present must have a current
inspection tag, if not it will have to be site
tested to insure proper function then
tagged.

 Fire alarms cannot be wired to security
alarms, cellular dialer required, audio/visual
device required to signify water flow

 Duct detectors are to be wired for supervisory

***Information in

this packet is subject to
change and list is not all conclusive. If any
questions or concerns arise please contact
the Madison Fire Department.

 If fire alarm or sprinkler system is present
and the facility is not open 24 hrs., a Knox

Madison Fire and Rescue

box must be installed
Go to www.knoxbox.com for instructions
Call the number listed on the front if

101 Mill Road
Madison, AL 35758

help is needed.

 If a sprinkler system is present it must have
a current inspection tag, if not it will have to
pass functionality tests

Phone: 256-772-3326
Fax: 256-772-4423
scott.adams@madisonal.gov
melvin.malone@madisonal.gov
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Fire Extinguishers

 Fire extinguishers are required every 75’
of unimpeded travel

 Must be mounted to the wall - 36” from the
handle to the floor

 Minimum size 4A40BC, can be larger
4A60BC , or 4A80BC if wanted

 If this is an existing commercial kitchen it
must have min of 1 K-class extinguisher 1 1/2 gal with an in-date service tag
Electrical

 No 110v power cords allowed through the
ceiling tiles or walls

 No extension cords allowed to power any
appliances, unless it is appliance rated
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Electrical Continued

 All electrical switches and outlets shall
have their cover plates

 Electrical panels unobstructed with all unused slots covered and all breakers labeled

 All electrical outlets to be GFCI within 6’ of
sinks - they will be tested for function

 Extension cords cannot be used as permanent wiring
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Building/Misc. Continued

 Firewalls will be checked for stenciling, 15’
from each corner and 30’ apart in concealed spaces

 Non-ductile penetrations 2” and larger must
have a fire collar - not fire caulk

 Exit doors must open and close as they
were designed and without deadbolts

Building/Misc.

 Plumbing in occupied, reachable areas

Notes:

must have scald protection

 Gas lines will be inspected for labeling and

——————————————

exterior piping may need to be painted for

—————————————————

corrosion protection

—————————————————

 No extension cords under floor covering

 Any stair/hand railings should be 48” tall

—————————————————

 Multi-strips with switch allowed for com-

and will not allow a 4” sphere to pass

—————————————————

puter type equipment, not for microwaves
or refrigerators

 Not allowed to connect any two, or more,
power cords together

 Exit signs - must work properly
 Emergency lights - usually the batteries
are dead, must function properly

 Egress lighting must function properly with
outside emergency light, if present or required

through the spindles

 Nothing to be stored under stairs
 Stair riser heights, sidewalk ramps, and

—————————————————
—————————————————

walking surfaces to be site inspected for

—————————————————

functionality and safety

—————————————————

 Ceiling must be intact, including closets,

—————————————————

replace any broken or missing ceiling tile

—————————————————

 Open penetrations in the firewall must be

_______________________________

repaired with approved fire caulk, no foam
or tape allowed

